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Date
10
17
Oct.
1
8

Sept

15
22
Nov.

Class
Foundations
Sp. Topics
Quarterly
Foundation
Board Meeting
Fine-Tuning
Sp. Topics

Topic (Speaker)
Introduction to Hudson Archives & Genealogy (Gwen in Archives)
Getting Acquainted with Census Records (Ted & Gwen in computer lab)
Researching Hudson’s History Over the Past 35 Years (Tom Vince)
Beginning Genealogy – Finding Your Roots (Bob Keener)

Sp. Topics
Board Meeting
Foundations
Foundations
Quarterly
Sp. Topics
Foundations
Board Meeting
Fine-Tuning
Sp. Topics
Foundations

Were Your Ancestors on the Mayflower? (Dr. Don Nichols)

Jan.

19
3
10
17
14

Feb.

21
27(Fri)
11

9:30
10:30
9:30
9:00
9:30
9:30
9:30
10:30
9:30
7:30 pm
9:30

18
24 (Fri)
11
18

10:30
9:30
5:00
9:30
9:30

Board Meeting
Fine-Tuning
Sp. Topics
Quarterly
Sp. Topics

9:30
9:30
9:30
10:30
9:30 am in Columbus
9:30
9:30
9:00

Foundations
Board Meeting
Foundations
Board meeting
Fine-Tuning
Foundations
Annual
Board Meeting

Dec.

Mar.

Apr.
May

June
Aug.

12

Time
9:30
9:30
9:30
9:30
10:30
9:30
9:30 am in Columbus

8
15
13
20
10
17
12

Maps : Their Use in Genealogy (Lew Walker)
Field Trip to the OH Historical Society in Columbus, Ohio (Liz Plummer)

Using the Computer in Genealogy – Getting Started (Gary & Diane Smith)
Immigration Minifair at East Woods School
Sharing Your Genealogical Data Electronically (Roger Marble)
Holiday Gathering for Members (at the Murray home)
Discovering Jewish Origins (Pam Turner-Taylor)
Genealogy North of the Border (Gwen)
Preserving & Restoring Family Documents (Ann Kearney)
Stories That Grandma & Grandpa Told Us;
Oral Histories of Families (Ginny Snyder & Joan Maher)
Veteran History Project at Laurel Lake (Feb. 11 mtg. is prerequisite)
Lock-in at the New Library
Palatines to America (Ann Miller Scott)
What’s a Prothonotary?
Your Guide to Pennsylvania Courthouses (Elissa Scalise Powell)
Field Trip – Genealogy Research at the Akron Library (Joanne O’Dell)
Family Associations & Reunions – Ted & Gwen
Field Trip – Palatines Library in Columbus
Confronting the Challenge of Cemeteries
Planning Your Next Research Trip – Tips for Success (Wallace Huskonen)
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Immigrant Ship

Hudson

It is always interesting to add to our finished
genealogies pictures of the ships on which our ancestors
rode the seas to get to America. Jack K. Bowers found
the ship on which his paternal grandparents, Jakob Baur
(name later changed to Jacob Bowers), Dorothea Trick,
and their two-year-old son Andreas (Andrew),
immigrated from Bremen, Germany. Pictured below, its
name was the S. S. Main (pronounced Mine). It arrived at
the Port of Baltimore, MD on June 21, 1887.

Tidbits

An Early Workers' Union
Nancy Brock, when she gets time, browses microfilmed records of early Hudson newspapers looking for
items that may interest our members. This is her latest
find:
At a meeting of Mechanics, convened at the house of
B. Whedon, Esq. on Thursday, 17 March 1831, a decision
was made by those assembled to form a County Association of Mechanics in Summit County. The next meeting
on Thursday, 29 April 1831 was held at the inn of Mr.
Nickerson in Stow at 10 a.m. It was attended by F.
Stanley of Twinsburg; H. K. Town and Simeon Porterly
of Hudson; P. Foster of Boston; J. A. Keys and Willis
Fenn of Tallmadge; John Loomis of Aurora; Charles
Hamlin of Stow; A. P. May of Franklin and Samuel Tyler
of Middlebury. H. Peck was Chairman and O. Clark
would serve as Secretary.

The Main, built by Caird & Co, Greenhock, Scotland,
was owned by North German Lloyd Lines. It was
launched on August 22, 1868. Made of iron, it weighed
3,087 tons and its two inverted engines gave it a speed of
13 knots. Passenger capacity was 70 First Class, 100
Second Class, and 600 Third Class.
Originally a sailing vessel, the Main took its maiden
voyage from Bremen to Southampton to New York on
November 28, 1868. In 1878, Caird & Co. installed
compound engines, streamlined the masts and removed
the sails. The Main made its last voyage from Bremen to
Baltimore, then in 1891 was sold to a British Company.
It was destroyed by fire in the Azores on March 23, 1892.

The object of this association was "to illustrate practically that the laborer is worthy of his hire; to prevent the
employer from taking undue advantage of the laborer, the
laborer from taking undue advantage of his employer or
fellow laborer, and to pursue such measures as shall be
best calculated to promote the general good of the community." In order to equalize wages, a price book would
be kept listing all kinds of work performed by members,
with an agreed-upon price for each job, and no member of
the group was supposed to perform any work for more or
for less than the price cited in that book.

The first picture shows it in sailing mode, the second
after it had been converted to a steamship.
Jack consulted "Germans to America" volumes 53,
54, and 55 for this material.

Three Inspectors were appointed whose duty would
be to examine work done by any member if called upon
by any other member of the association, to approve or
disapprove the work and report it to the next meeting of
the group.
They called upon editors of Ravenna papers to publish the above "that the public may the better understand
what are the objects of the contemplated association."
We have no information on whether it was ever implemented or how long it lasted, but some reader may find
one of these names to be an ancestor.
From the Hudson Observer & Telegraph,
Vol. 2, No. 3, p.3
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President’s Message

Need Help?

Hello to all of our older members and
especially to our newer members. We
just completed another great year, I
believe, in terms of programs presented.
As I write this message, the Program Planning Committee
is finalizing another outstanding program schedule for the
upcoming year. When you see it, I hope you will agree.

The Hudson Green will be
glad to publish queries of people you are
searching for, and members will try to help
with your "brick walls." Just let us know.

New Web Site

We have newly-elected officers and trustees, and
newly-appointed committee chairs to carry out the
coming year's chapter plan. One yet unfilled is the
Publicity Chair. We hope to run an extensive publicity
campaign this year to attract new members. If you feel
you can handle this important position, please volunteer.
Members who have filled this post in the past will be
happy to get you started. We like to involve as many of
our members as possible in the work of running our
chapter.

Please be aware that there is a new web
site—www.castlegarden.org—on which you
might try to find your ancestor who came to
America before Ellis Island opened.

We believe the excellence of the programs and the
spacious and attractive new library should attract many
new faces. You can help by spreading the word to your
friends and acquaintances about our group, its programs,
and the great new facility.

HUDSON GENEALOGICAL STUDY GROUP
MEMBERSHIP INFORMATION
Membership Information for ________ (year)

(Please Print)
NAME:

Maiden Name:

ADDRESS:
City:
TELEPHONE: (

State:
)

-

Zip:

E-MAIL ADDRESS:

GENEALOGY SOFTWARE YOU USE:
SURNAMES YOU ARE RESEARCHING:
GEOGRAPHIC AREA OF INTEREST:
New member _____

Renewing member _____

OGS member _____

HGSG dues are $10 for individuals and $12.50 for couples, per calendar year or any part of a year.
Dues are due by September 1.
Send this form with your check to Hudson Genealogical Study Group, Hudson Library & Historical Society,
Dept. G, 96 Library Street, Hudson, OH 44236-2947.
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My Response to Ann Landers

The truth is that real genealogy is cultural, rather than
genetic. A genealogical chart allegedly records genetic
descent. But what I read in the research literature today is
that it doesn't.
Among all cultures where populations
have been sampled by genetic testing, an astonishingly
large fraction of children are misinformed about who their
real fathers were. It might be because of adoption, hankypanky, rape, or other anomalies undisclosed to children.
The rare "pure populations" are small pastoral groups who
live in remote areas. In recorded history, few of us spring
from such groups. With a hanky-panky (etc.) rate hovering above 20%, we should be skeptical about the truth of
long genealogies even when they are supported by documents. A single recent error cuts a wide swath in a pedigree.

By Neil Henderson
[This is a reprint, by request, of an article originally printed in the Hudson Green of June 1998, Vol.
9, Issue 2, for the benefit of those who have never
read one of Neil's articles. Ed.]
In a letter to Ann Landers published Sunday, April 5, 1998
on Page D6 of the Beacon Journal (Akron) and signed by the
adoptive mother of a Korean child who calls herself
"Louisville Mom", the mother expresses her concern for school
children in foster care who don't know their backgrounds. She
feels these children and others from broken homes or blended
families might be embarrassed at not having access to this information. She says her own adopted daughter considers her
lineage to be the same as her adopted family.

So pedigrees may not be literally true. The saving
grace is that if they are at least accurately documented,
they probably identify households our ancestors lived in.
What is surely most significant for what a person is like,
in speech, habits, modes of thinking, politics, is who he or
she thinks are relatives and ancestors. Positively or negatively, parents and relatives, real or supposed, are our
chief models as we grow up. So, often, are neighbors.
Absent grandparents and others of the living household's
memory, especially ancestors, also shape the child. Ancestors discovered by genealogical research fall into a
zone of lesser significance, depending on how early in life
one learns of them.

In reply, Landers stated that family trees and lineage have
no place in our schools, and that teachers should not be asking
about family background. She says further that her own family
tree would look more like a shrub, so little does she know or
care about it.

I'm sorry about your bad attitude toward genealogy,
Ann, but the kind of genealogy that offends you and
"Louisville Mom" is on its way out. Genealogy remains a
search into origins, but teachers today try to be evenhanded about national origins. They try never to favor
one nationality over another.

This is not to deny the importance of genetic ancestry,
say, for medical and other physical reasons. It's just that
even when the believed ancestry has revealed errors, it
can have great significance as social or cultural history,
and real meaning for those who grow up believing it.
True, one's perspective on this depends a lot on where one
stands on the Nature/Nurture argument. If it's Nature you
trust, genealogy is not firm ground.

What they teach is how to make charts from facts
learned from parents and relatives. At a more advanced
level, they teach about public records, how to get at them
and even how to evaluate them. Most adopted children
have no special problem here. Parents are usually eager
to help an adopted child who needs to make a pedigree.
In the case of a child who wants to know about his birth
family, the agencies who arrange adoptions these days
maintain files on birth families and share with the adoptive family when asked. Further communication with the
birth family may even be possible. Some adoptees want
this, some don't. Some of those who do not, or for some
reason cannot reach their original parents, may not feel
right about adopting their new family's history. Even so,
they maybe interested in learning it.

Back to those adoptees, challenged by unthinking
teachers who want them to construct family trees, isn't it
important for adopted children to absorb and cherish as
their own the cultural background of their adopted families? To absorb their history and with it their ways of
thinking and acting, and thus bond with them and be secure among them? To me it seems that, even if they are
obviously different because of skin color, adoptees who
have learned the speech, lore, and sense of belonging to
the family can hold their own in most peer groups.
School instruction in family history can play a constructive part in accomplishing that when the teachers and
adoptive parents are in sync.

The real problem with genealogy study in the classroom is pride, competition and snobbery among classmates. Teachers need sensitivity to handle this. The
positive aspect is that family pride is a strong force for
personal achievement and social integration. That's what
makes it worthwhile to teach genealogy in school.
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"Family History" is a better term, avoiding the statusseeking connotations that the term "Genealogy" conjures
up. And I believe it was largely those connotations that
caused you both to bristle, Ann Landers and Louisville
Mom. It's worth noting that family history today is often
the hobby of older people who have more time for it, because any kind of history takes a lot of research to get it
right. When the primary goal is to get it right, one often
comes to a tough knot: antecedent parents can't be found.
So what then does one do? One pursues a family branch
other than the one that bears one's name, eventually
climbing every branch, right to its stubby end. Or
(hallelujah!) one occasionally comes to a knight or an
earl! Then the temptation is to sell one's soul and accept a
ready-made pedigree published in a book or on the Internet. The product then more resembles a Family Bush
with a purchased Christmas Tree grafted awkwardly to a
branch other than the Family Tree one started out to trace.

While in the act of writing this, I received a letter
from a hitherto unknown cousin with whom I share a
great-great-grandfather named Neil MacLean. I knew of
Neil, but in the letter was a copy of his 1813 marriage
bond. "Neal McLean, Junior, Bachelor, and Barbara
Housner, Spinster." I am delighted!
The Circle Chart represents the whole mix of cultures
from which a person has emerged, be it a biological or
adopted child. This may be the most relevant history he
or she can know, and it keeps ancestors in proper perspective. A child owes something to each of his parents, but
beyond that the debt falls off sharply. After all, what a
child ultimately becomes is his or her own personal responsibility.

Some who start out motivated by family values turn
to the Circle Chart; it often looks more like the Family
Tumbleweed. I think it's the best way to display one's
heritage in a realistic way, each ancestor in proper proportion to the person in the center. Each parent gets half as
much space as their child in the center circle—half of a
concentric ring which has the same area as the child's circle. Each grandparent gets one-quarter of the next ring;
great-grandparents one-eighth of their ring. The outer
rings now get crowded in a hurry. When it comes to gathering in the 18th Century ancestors of a modern child, it
may be necessary to fit hundreds of names into a space no
bigger than that of the one person in the center. The
names double every generation until the names of ancient
ancestors become unreadably small.
The Circle Chart is realistic, since remote ancestors
are insignificant to a child. For children, the exercise of
gathering ancestors should go back only as far as they're
likely to be remembered as living people, by living people. That would tend to limit family histories to five, perhaps six generations at most, and it might mollify immigrants and those who (correctly) detect a whiff of elitism
in conventional family histories.

Hurry, Hurry!

No genealogical hobbyist, historical or medical researcher, or those of related specialties expect extended
research in the early years of public education. My personal inoculation with a four-generation tree was in the
third grade. It was a great experience, causing me to
cross-examine my parents closely. They told me things
they had never told me before. We had no aunts, uncles
or cousins in town, and my grandparents died before I
was born.

The entrance fee at Western Reserve
Historical Society has been waived through
September 15. This is an opportunity for all
of us to research there free of charge except
for parking.
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Newspapers in the Historical Collections of
the Hudson Library & Historical Society

RECENT
ACQUISITIONS TO
THE ARCHIVES

(Newspapers on microfilm only are marked §.
Newspapers in bound form only are marked *.)

By Gwendolyn Mayer

Akron Beacon and Republican Jan 2, 1891-Dec 31,
1896§
Akron Beacon Journal Jun 8, 1897 –Jan 1, 1904§ (Index
to series 1849-1939§
Akron Daily Beacon Dec 31, 1885-Dec 31,1890§
Brecksville News and Cleveland Gristmill Jun 27, 1941Jan 21, 1949§
Chagrin Falls Exponent 1880-1893§
Cleveland Observer (printed in Hudson) Sep 28,1837Apr 1, 1840
Family Visitor (printed in Hudson) Jan 3, 1850-Dec. 26,
1850; Jun 1, 1852-May 3, 1853
Hudson Citizen Aug 6, 1914-Jul 16, 1914; Jan 7, 1915May 4, 1916
Hudson Enterprise May 19, 1877-Nov 19, 1881
Hudson Herald Apr 14, 1921-Nov 23, 1927
Hudson Hub 1972-1980* (Merged with Hudson Times)
Hudson Hub-Times 1980 to date (Microfilm for 1981)
Hudson Independent Jan 4, 1901-Dec 26, 1918
Hudson Times (variously called The Times) Jan 7, 1932Dec 26, 1958; Jan 19, 1975 until merger with
Hudson Hub in 1980 [1975-1980*]
Northern Summit Independent Jan 2, 1919-Aug 20, 1920
North Summit Times Jan 2, 1959-Jan 12, 1975 [Jan
1,1963-Jan 12, 1975*]
The Observer Jan 30, 1947-Feb 19, 1948
The Observer and Telegraph Mar 5, 1830-Sep 21,1833
Ohio Observer Sep 28, 1833-Jun 20, 1855
Ohio Star (Ravenna) Jan 6, 1830-Dec 17, 1840
Portage County Democrat Aug 25, 1858-May 3, 1876§
Ravenna Republican May 2, 1883-Dec 19, 1901§
Ravenna Republican-Democrat May 10, 1876-Dec 16,
1891§
Summit County Beacon Dec 9, 1840-Apr 27, 1865; Apr
4, 1875-Dec 25, 1889; May 13, 1897;
Jun 2, 1898-Nov 24, 1898§
Summit County Journal May 4, 1865-Dec 31, 1868; Jan
4, 1871-Dec 25, 1872§
Western Intelligencer (Hudson) Jul 20, 1827-Feb 11,
1830§

[Note: Due to the move from the old library to the new,
this list is shorter than usual.]
Families Directly Descended from All the Royal Families
in Europe and Mayflower Descendants
Indian Wills-Record of Bureau of Indian Affairs - 19111921
Ships from Scotland to America - vol. 3
Polish Sources at the Central Archives for the History of
Jewish People
The Naturalized Jews of the Grand Duchy of Posen in
1834 & 1835
A Dictionary of Jewish Surnames from the Kingdom of
Poland
A Dictionary of Jewish Surnames from Galicia
Avotaynu Guide to Jewish Genealogy
John Brown Abolitionist
George Washington in the Ohio Valley
Lee of Virginia
George Mercer Papers Relating to the Ohio Company
Spies, Scoundrels & Rogues on the Ohio Frontier
North Carolina Wills & Inventories
Loyalists of the American Revolution (2 vols.)
Wilderness War on the Ohio
The Conquest of Ireland (4 vols.)
Encyclopedia of Ellis Island
Historical Map of Pennsylvania
The Natchez Court Records 1767-1805
Almanach de Gotha

The Hudson Green
Editorial Board
Editor.........…….....…........….Elsie Thomas
Layout..........………................John Franklin
Archives Acquisitions………..Gwen Mayer
Membership…………....…..Donna Walling
Mailing…………………..……..Cole Waite

Cleveland Newspapers:
Cleveland Plain Dealer 1860-1864§
The Annals of Cleveland (A WPA project, abstracting
Cleveland newspapers)
(Microfiche: the Library has series to 1865)
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Hudson Genealogical Study Group Publications
#1. The 1860 Mortality Schedule for Summit County, Ohio. Complete listing of Summit County, Ohio residents listed in the Federal Mortality
Schedule conducted in June, 1860. 4 pp. $5.50.
#2. Doncaster Funeral Home, Hudson, Ohio: December 31, 1903-April 7, 1910. Includes all information from Book 1 of the Doncaster Funeral
Home Records. 23 pp. $9.00.
#3. Hudson, Ohio Deaths: 1868-1908. Alphabetical listing of deaths in Hudson, Summit County, Ohio from 1868 through 1908 extracted from the
microfilm of the Index to Probate Records of Wills, Deaths, and Births on file at the Hudson Library and Historical Society. It includes those listed
as having died in Hudson, been born in Hudson and died in Ohio, and those with no indication of place of death as well as deaths at the Summit
County Infirmary. 25 pp. $9.50.
#4. St. Mary's Cemetery, Hudson (Summit County) Ohio--1858 through 14 May 1988. Information from Sexton's Records and a lot-by-lot survey,
with surname index. 26 pp. $9.50.
#5. Illustrated Summit County, Ohio Atlas, 1891. Centennial anniversary reprint with an every name index of this classic illustrated atlas.
Oversized, over 200 pp. $90.00 plus $4.50 postage and handling. Fewer than 80 copies remain of this limited edition. Copies of individual pages
also available at $5.00 per page. State page(s) desired.
#6. Index to Historical Reminiscences of Summit County by Gen. Lucius V. Bierce, 1854. An every-name index to Summit County's first county
history compiled by Connie S. Ferguson. 5 pp. $5.50.
#7. Reprint of William B. Doyle's Centennial History of Summit County, Ohio and Representative Citizens, 1908, with a complete, new index
compiled by James and Briana Caccamo. 1,186 pp. $68.50 plus $5.00 postage and handling.
#8. Transcription and Index of 1920 Federal Population Census, Summit County, Ohio for Hudson Village and Hudson Township compiled by
members of HGSG. 88 pp. $17.50.
#9. Inscriptions and Index to Markillie Cemetery, Hudson, Ohio (Summit County) compiled by members of HGSG. 84 pp. plus maps. $17.50.
#10. Inscriptions and Index to Locust Grove Cemetery, Twinsburg, Ohio compiled by Jeffrey Alan Mills. 68 pp. $17.50.
#11. Inscriptions and Index to Maplelawn Cemetery, Stow, Ohio (Summit County) compiled by members of HGSG $17.50
#12. Index to Illustrated Summit County, Ohio Atlas, 1891. Compiled by Connie S. Ferguson, CGRS, 50 pp. $10.50
#13. Index to “Doyle’s” 1908 Centennial History of Summit County, Ohio and Representative Citizens, compiled by James and Briana Caccamo.
71 pp. $14.50.
#14. 1870 Portage County, Ohio Federal Population Census; An Every Name Index. Compiled by members of HGSG, 282 pp. $39.50
#15. Index to Olin’s Akron and Environs. Edited and compiled by James F. Caccamo, 40 pp. $15.00
#16. Inscriptions and Index to Stow Cemetery, Stow, Ohio (Summit County) compiled by members of HGSG, $32.00
#17. Doncaster Funeral Home, Hudson, Ohio: April 8, 1910 - March 22, 1922. Includes all information from Book 2 of the Doncaster Funeral
Home Records. Compiled by Gwendolyn E. Mayer. 47 pp. includes index. $15.50
#18. Information About People Who Served in W.W. II from Hudson, Ohio (Summit County). Compiled by Jennifer Rummel. Extractions of
military and genealogical information submitted to the Hudson Library & Historical Society. 155 pp. includes index. $24.50
#19. Inscriptions and Index to Fairview Cemetery, Boston Heights, Ohio (Summit County) compiled by members of HGSG, 64 pp includes index.
$15.50
#20 Index to the 1900 Federal Population Census of Summit County, Ohio; A Head of Household Index. Compiled by members of HGSG, 209 pp.
$29.50
All publications except #5 and #7 are postpaid. Ohio residents should add sales tax for all publications. Please enclose payment with your order
payable to Hudson Genealogical Study Group.

PUBLICATIONS ORDER FORM
Please enter my order for the following publication(s):
No. of Copies Number and Name of Publication

Price

Total

____________ _________________________________________________________________ $_________ $____________
____________ _________________________________________________________________

_________

____________

Name: __________________________________________________________

Ohio Sales Tax ____________

Address: ________________________________________________________

Postage & Handling for #5 & #7 ____________

_________________________________________________________

Total Order $____________

Mail this with your check to: Hudson Genealogical Study Group, Hudson Library & Historical Society, Dept. G,
7
96 Library Street, Hudson, OH 44236-2947.

Hudson Genealogical Study Group
Hudson Library & Historical Society
Dept. G
96 Library Street
Hudson, OH 44236-5122

U.S. POSTAGE
PAID
NON-PROFIT ORG.
PERMIT #48
HUDSON, OH 44236

ADDRESS SERVICE REQUESTED

Quarterly Meeting

Next Meetings
September 10 9:30 a.m. Foundations in
Genealogy: Introduction to
Hudson Archives and Genealogy,
presented by Gwen Mayer, Acting
Archivist
17 9:30 a.m. Special Topics in
Genealogy: Getting Acquainted
with Census Records, held in the
computer lab
Instructors: Ted Minier and Gwen
Mayer
October
1 9:30 a.m. Quarterly Meeting:
My 35 Years in the Vineyards of
Hudson History, shared by Tom
Vince, Archivist and Historian at
WRA

Tom Vince, former director of the Hudson
Library and Historical Society and now
Archivist and Historian of Western Reserve
Academy, will speak to us on " My 35 Years in
the Vineyards of Hudson History.”
The meeting will begin at 9:30 in the large
meeting room of our new library. Please feel
free to bring a friend with you, as our new
facility can comfortably accommodate many
more people .
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